Introduction
Sans Digital Web RAID Management Software (WebGUI) is used to monitor and configure your hard
disks and RAID arrays attached to Sans Digital RocketRAID controllers.

The software package must be installed on system with supported Sans Digital RocketRAID
controllers installed, and the device driver must be loaded to run the service. A web browser with
XML support is required on the client side, e.g. Internet Explorer, Mozilla, FireFox or Google’s Chrome.
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Chapter 1

Getting Started

Uninstall the previous release before installing the latest web GUI software package by running "Sans
Digital RAID Management_v2.1.exe".

Chapter 2

Running the Management Software

To run the Web GUI, start your browser and enter the following URL address or click on the shortcut
icon on the desktop:
http://localhost:7402
Use the short cut icon that is created desktop during the web GUI installation to start the web GUI
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If you are accessing Web GUI on a remote system please update the “localhost” to the server
addressed. If you can't connect to local system, please check if hptsvr.exe is running on the system. If
not, you can start it manually by running "net start hptsvr" under a Windows command prompt.
If you can't connect to a remote system, check if hptsvr is running on that system and you can access
the remote system via TCP/IP connection. If you have firewall configured, make sure TCP port 7402 is
not blocked.

Chapter 3

Log into Web GUI

Enter default User Name and Password
User Name: RAID
Password: hpt
Note: You will have the option to change the password.
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Chapter 4

Remote login

User connected to a local network can remotely access the web GUI through the IP address the
machine is located on.
In a Windows machine user can get the IP address for their machine by opening a command prompt
and typing in the command IP Config
In a Mac and Linux open a terminal and type in the command ifconfig
Once the IP address is obtained users can remotely access the machine by typing in the following
address:
http://IP Address:7402
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Chapter 5

WebGUI - Global View

Controller(0):
Host Adapter Model:
Logical Drive:
Physical Drive:
Total Capacity:
Configured Capacity:
Free Capacity:

Drop menu to display the controller that is currently being managed,
Name of the RocketRAID series controller
Total number of Logical Drives created (single disk or RAID arrays)
Total physical drives detected by the RocketRAID controller
Total capacity of all detected HDD’s
Total GB of capacity configured for in Logical devices
Total GB of capacity that is free for use in creating a JBOD or RAID array
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Chapter 6

WebGUI - Physical View

Controller Information
Model Name:
BIOS Version:
PCI Bus Number:
PCI Device Number:
PCI Func Number:

RocketRAID model number
RocketRAID BIOS version
PCI slot information
PCI device number
PCI function number

Update BIOS from the web GUI. Browse for BIOS image and click the Submit button.
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6. 1

Physical (Controller 1 Devices)

Physical Devices Information – These are the devices attached to the controller. Information includes
the device model, serial number and capacity.
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6.2

WebGUI - Physical (Controller 1 Devices Physical Devices Information)

Unplug :
Powers off the device or RAID array and allow you to remove the device
Model:
Device model information
Revision:
Firmware revision
Location:
Location number of the device on the host adapter
Max Free:
Max free space for creating a single disk JBOD or to be a part of a RAID array
Status:
Device status is Legacy or Normal
Serial Number: Serial Number of device
Capacity:
Total capacity of the device
Read Ahead:
Caching mode to improve Read performance
Write Cache:
Caching mode to improve Write performance
NCQ:
Native Command Queuing, I/O commands that are in a queue are re-ordered for
better efficiency
Identify LED:
A blinking courser to identify the location of a HDD
Rescan: Rescan will rescan the controller to detect devices
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Chapter 7

Logical

Logical Device Information – It is the logical disk that is connected to the HBA and has already been
reported to the OS.
Example:

Windows – “Disk Management” Disk (x)
Linux - “/dev/sd(x)
Mac OS X – “Disk Utility”

Physical Device Information – The physical disk attached to the HBA.
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7.1

Create Array (Array Type)

Array Type: Choose the RAID type to create. RAID levels depend on the RocketRAID series controller.
RAID 0, 1, 5, 6, 10, 50 and JBOD are supported.
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7.2

Create Array (Array Name)

Array Name: Enter the name for the RAID array.
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7.3

Create Array (Initialization Method)

Initialization Method: There are four methods to choose from.
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Keep Old Data: This is the default option when creating a RAID array.
Note:
A. This option is used to assure data safety and avoid operation errors causing data lose to the
original disk.
B. This option does not initialize the array disk. New disks can be used to create a RAID without
initialization since the disk is empty.
C. This option can be used to recover the disabled RAID array.
Quick Init: The RAID array will be immediately accessible.
Note:
A. This option will delete all content on the disks
B. This option will not perform disk array initialization. When new HDD’s are used this option can be
ignored since the there is no data on the hard disks.
Foreground: The RAID array is not accessible until disk array initialization is completed.
Note:
A. This option will delete all content on the disks
B. The initialization time will be shorter time compared to the “Background” option. The logical disks
will not be reported to the OS until the initialization is complete.
Background: The RAID array is accessible while disk initialization is being performed.
Note:
A. This option will delete all content on the disks
B. The initialization time will be longer when compared to “Foreground” but the logical drives can
be used during the initialization process.

7.4
Creating Array (Cache Policy)
Cache Policy: There are two options available when creating redundant RAID arrays (1, 5, 6, 10, 50).
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Write Back: Provides higher write performance for redundant RAID arrays. Data is at risk when there
is a power failure, system kernel panic and un-responding abnormal conditions.
Write Through: Provides higher data protection when there is a power failure. Data is written directly
to disk.
Block Size:
64K block stripe size is a good choice of many applications. Other Sans Digital
RocketRAID controller 3000/4000 series have adjusted RAID block to fit applications needs.
Number of RAID 5 member disk: This option is related to creating a RAID 50 array.

7.5

Create Array (Select All)
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Select All: This will select all of the HDD for the RAID array.
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7.6

Create Array (Logical Device Information)

After the RAID has been created it will appear in the Logical Device Information. Information of the
newly created RAID array includes the following
Default name of the RAID array
Name:
Type:
Type of RAID array
Capacity:
Total capacity of the RAID array
Cache Policy: Redundant RAID array options for performance or protection
Block Size:
RAID array block size
Sector Size:
RAID array sector size
OS Name:
Name of HDD seen in the OS
Status:
Status of RAID array
array. Other option include (Normal,
ormal, Critical, Disable, Rebuilding,
Rebui
Verifying, Expanding/Migrating)
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7.7

Create Array (Logical Device Information)

Maintenance:: Maintenance will provide features that allow the user to perform
perfor general
maintenance features on the RAID array.
he RAID array will have different option available when Maintenance is
Specific conditions of the
selected:
1) RAID status is “Normal”, there will be a “Verify” button available.
2) RAID status is “Critical”, there will be a “Add” button available.
3) After “Add Disk” then Rebuilding, it displays “Stop” button.
Delete: Delete the selected RAID array
Unplug:
Power off the RAID array and remove it
Rebuild:
Add a disk and rebuild a critical RAID array to normal
Change Cache Policy: Toggle betwe
between Write Through and Write Back.
Write Through - Lower Write performance because data is written directly to HDD. Data cannot be
lost due to power failure or some other circumstance.
Write Back Higher Write performance but chances of data lose are greater since data still
resides in cache.
Rename:
Rename the RAID array other than the default
OCE/ORLM:
Online Capacity Expansion and or Online RAID Level Migration (see additional
document on How To).
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Chapter 8

Spare Pool

Spare Pool: When creating redundant RAID arrays (1, 5, 6, 10 or 50) a Spare HDD can be configured
to automatically help rebuild a degraded redundant RAID.
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Chapter 9

Logical Device

Logical Device: Displays the logical devices on the HBA.
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Chapter 10 Rescan and Beeper Mute
Rescan: When hot plugging a single device or RAID array the Rescan button will help find the disk
members and the array information will be identified automatically and report logical disks to the
system.
Beeper Mute: This will temporarily disable the internal speaker on the RocketRAID controller
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Chapter 11 Settings (System:
System: Enable auto rebuild)
System - Enable auto rebuild: When a new disk is detected on the RocketRAID series controller the
disk can help to rebuild the critical RAID array.
Note: The new disk needs to be equal to or larger than the minimum capacity among the remaining
disk members of the array.
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11.1

Setting (System: Enable Continue Rebuilding on error)

System - Enable Continue Rebuilding on error: Bad sectors can cause a RAID rebuild to stop. This
option will ignore bad sector reading and let the rebuild process continue. This can cause data
inconsistency in the future.
By enabling this option it is recommended to view the Event log and look for H
HDD
DD bad sector events.
If bad sectors are found, it is then recommended that the HDD with bad sectors be fixed then
reconnect the HDD back to the HBA
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11.2

Setting (System: Enable audible alarm)

System - Enable audible alarm: When a disk goes off
off-line
line the beeper on the HBA will sound.
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11.3

Setting (System: Set Spindown Idle disk minutes)

System - Set Spindown Idle Disk (Minutes): HDD can be setup to spindown when there is no disk
activity from the selected interval of 10 to 240 minutes the disk will spin down.
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11.4

Setting (System: Restrict to localhost access)

System - Restrict to localhost access: This option is used to restrict the web GUI access to the local
system and not allow remote access.
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11.5

Setting (System: Set Rebuild Priority)

System – Set Rebuild Priority: When rebuilding a critical RAID array there are five rebuilding options
to choose from. Each rebuild priority will affect the rebuild completion time.
Lowest: The lowest priority when rebuilding RAID array. All system resources are detected to other
tasks.
Low: The second lowest priority when rebuilding RAID array. All system resources are detected to
other tasks.
Medium: Medium system resources are utilized to rebuild RAID array. Medium is the default option.
High: High system resources are utilized to rebuild RAID array.
Highest: Highest system resources are utilized to rebuild RAID array. Rebuild RAID array will have
highest system priority over other system task.
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11.6

Setting (System:
ystem: Port Number)

System – Port Number 7402: The list
listening
ening port number used to log into the web GUI. 7402 is the
default port number. Other port numbers can be used in place of the default as long as they are free.
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11.7

Setting (System: Password Setting)

System – Password Setting: The default password “hpt” can be changed.
Note: If the updated password is forgotten, un
un-installing and re-install
install the web GUI will revert back to
the default log in password.

Note: When changing the password, the maximum number of characters allowed is eight
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11.8

Setting (Email)

Email –All
All activities on the RocketRAID cont
controller can be sent to an email address. Any problems or
issues that occur will immediately have an email sent to the recipients created in the list.
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Chatper 12 Event
The Event View will show all activities of the RAID array. All of the Events can be saved to a text file.
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Chapter 13 SHI (Storage Health Inspector)
Storage Health Inspector: SHI will inspect each HDD periodically. If there are any abnormal status
found it will be recorded in the Event log.
The SHI and can help to identify problems with HDD’s and prevent further damage or data loss. If
additional proof of errors is needed, the HDD’s can be placed onto the onboard SATA port and a 3rd
party SMART software utility can be run.
HDD Temperature Threshold: Setup the HDD temperature threshold to prevent HDD overheating.
When the HDD goes beyond the threshold an alert will be triggered.
SMART: SMART attributes for each HDD will be displayed.
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13.1

(SHI: Schedule)

Schedule: Task List – Task can be setup for run at preset times and days for RAID arrays. This
maintenance feature will ensure that the RAID array is operating at optimized functionality.
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Chapter 14 Recover
Recover List: This is a new feature in the web GUI that will help to recover the RAID logic when the
status of a RAID array is disabled and the data is not accessible. By using this option the RAID logic
will be recovered and the status of the RAID array will be normal.
Note: There is a separate How-To guide that explains this Recover feature.
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Chapter 15 Logout
Log out will quit and log you out from the web GUI. You will need to re
re-enter
enter the User Name and
Password entries to log into the web GUI.
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Chapter 16 Web GUI ICON Definition List
The definition of each ICON in the web GUI are listed below using RAID 5 array

：
：
：
：
：
：
：

1.
The array status is “Critical” - a disk is missing from the RAID array.
2.
The array status is “Verifying”. This indicates that the array is running a data integrity check.
3.
The array status is “Rebuilding”. This occurs when the data verification fails or when adding a
new disk into the “Critical” array.
4.
The array status is “Critical”.
Critical”. This indicates that current array needs “rebuild”. This icon will also
show up on a device in a RAID disk member as needing to “rebuild” its data.
5.
The status of the “Array” or “Device” is “Disabled”.
6.
The array is “Initializing”. There are tw
two types of initialization- Foreground and Background.
This icon means the RAID array is “Uninitialized”. On the RAID array either Foreground or
Background initialization has stopped (Incomplete).

，

: On a disk (
) it indicates that the disk is not initi
initialized
alized and will need to be initialized for the 1st
time before it can be used with Sans Digital RAID card.
The array disk is performing a OCE/ORLM operation.
7.
The array OCE/ORLM operation has stopped.
8.

：
：
：The device status “Legacy( )”. An existing file system has been created on the HDD.
：The device is a “Spare( )”. It is used to replace the failed RAID disk member to rebuild

9.
automatically.

1.

: The array status is “Normal”.

2.

: The array is “Initializing”: Initializing(Foreground) and Initializing(Background).

3.

: The array has stopped “Initializing”. Current status is “Uninitialized”.

4.

: The array is inconsistent and it needs to “rebuild”. The current status is “Critical”.
Array disk member diagram is listed below

。
5.

: It shows a RAID-55 disk member is lost and its current status is “Critical”.
Array disk member diagram is listed below

。
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6.

: The array is “rebuilding” and its current status is “Rebuilding”.
Array disk member diagram is listed below

.
7.

: The array is performing a data consistency checking and its current status is “Verifying”.

: The array is not available. Two scenarios can cause this to happen. First - a lost RAID disk
8.
member exceed the minimum required to maintain a RAID level. Second - a disk failed before the
initialization or rebuilding process complete. The status is in “Disabled”
Array disk member diagram is like this:

.
9.

10.

: The array is performing an OCE/ORLM operation and Status is “Expanding/Migrating”

: The OCE/ORLM operation has stopped and its current status “ Need Expanding/Migrating”

11. : There is a disk member lost during OCE/ORLM operation. Its current status is
“ Expanding/Migrating Critical”.
Array disk member
mber diagram is listed below

，

，

12.
: The OCE/ORLM operation needs to “rebuild”. Its current status is “Expanding/Migrating
Critical”.
Array disk member diagram is listed below

。
The following icons used in Event log to identify event type
1.
2.

：Information。
：Warning。
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：

3.

：Error。
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